§ 1546.1  
1546.105 Acceptance of and amendments to the security program.

Subpart C—Operations  
1546.201 Acceptance and screening of individuals and accessible property.  
1546.202 Persons and property onboard the aircraft.  
1546.203 Acceptance and screening of checked baggage.  
1546.205 Acceptance and screening of cargo.  
1546.207 Screening of individuals and property.  
1546.209 Use of X-ray systems.  
1546.211 Law enforcement personnel.  
1546.215 Known shipper program.

Subpart D—Threat and Threat Response  
1546.301 Bomb or air piracy threats.

Subpart E—Screener Qualifications When the Foreign Air Carrier Conducts Screening  
1546.401 Applicability of this subpart.  
1546.403 [Reserved]  
1546.405 Qualifications of screening personnel.  
1546.407 Training, testing, and knowledge of individuals who perform screening functions.  
1546.409 Integrity of screener tests.  
1546.411 Continuing qualifications of screening personnel.  


Subpart B—Security Program  
§ 1546.101 Adoption and implementation.  
Each foreign air carrier landing or taking off in the United States must adopt and carry out, for each scheduled and public charter passenger operation or all-cargo operation, a security program that meets the requirements of—  
(a) Section 1546.103(b) and subparts C, D, and E of this part for each operation with an aircraft having a passenger seating configuration of 61 or more seats;  
(b) Section 1546.103(b) for each operation that will provide deplaned passengers access to a sterile area, or enplane passengers from a sterile area, when that access is not controlled by an aircraft operator using a security program under part 1544 of this chapter or a foreign air carrier using a security program under this part;